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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of ZUNHEBOTO(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 2 22 10 98 63 3.2 108 1
2020-02-02 1 24 10 98 43 3.8 112 0
2020-02-03 0 22 8 79 36 3.9 90 0
2020-02-04 0 24 9 97 36 3.4 297 0
2020-02-05 0 24 10 84 32 3.7 112 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of light rainfall the coming days. Sky will be mainly clear.
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani olop kiribolhe dikaiase

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh.

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo
lageh aru dana bi thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh
STORAGE: Pukha khan parah bachibo karoneh, dhan rakha somoi tae neem pata
logotae rakhibi
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RAPESEED
THRESHING: Cleaned seed must be dried in the sun for four to five days or till the
moisture content comes down to 8 percent.
THRESHING: Bijon guti khan moisture 8% tae nalamah thok dhup tae sukhabi

TOMATO
Clean and sanitize harvest containers or bins at least weekly, more often if needed, to
remove sand, grit, dirt and other residue
Tomato harvest kura daba khan letra bhalu nathakiboleh, somoi tae sapha kuri thakibi

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

FRENCH
BEAN

HARVESTING STAGE: 2 TO 3 pickings should be done at 4-5 days interval
HARVESTING STAGE: 2 bar parah 3 bar nishinah shingilobi aru shinga majotae 4-5
din charighenah hi shingibi

MANDARIN
ORANGE

Harvested fruits should be kept under proper storage condition to ensure that there is no
change in the quality even after months of storage
Harvest kurighenah olop mohinah thok biya habobo karoneh bhal parah rakhibi

CABBAGE

HARVESTING STAGE: Cabbage should be harvested promptly when the heads are
firm and mature
HARVESTING STAGE: Kobi lagah matha dangor huighenah taan hua somoi tae
harvest kurilobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

Vaccinate all newly born piglets against swine fever at the age of 3 months
followed by annual booster dose
Gahor bacha khan 3 months tae swine fever karoneh vaccinate kurilobi aru etu
pichetae bi mari thakibi

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH
Check for any fish disease break out or fish mortality during winter months
Thanda mohinah tae, mass murijah aru bimar lagijah khan sai thakibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

FOWL

Litter should be changed periodically and provide clean drinking water and change
the water every day. Diseased and dead birds should be immediately removed
Paikhenah khan somoi tae sapha kurithakibi. Hudai pani bodli kuribi aru sapha pani
khelabi. Bimar aru morijah khan joldi para hatailobi
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of DIMAPUR(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 0 23 10 85 46 5.6 68 1
2020-02-02 0 23 10 81 45 6.1 109 0
2020-02-03 0 24 9 56 29 5.4 105 0
2020-02-04 0 22 10 67 34 6.0 112 0
2020-02-05 0 23 10 66 33 6.1 109 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of no rainfall the coming days
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani nikiriboleh pareh

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE
STORAGE: Monitor timely for storage pest like moth and weevil infestation
STORAGE: Dhah ghor tae pukha moth aru weevil ase nah nai somoi tae sai thakibi

GREEN GRAM STORAGE: Store in gunny bags and kept in clean, ventilated place
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory
STORAGE : Bijon guti khan bosta tae gusaighenah sapha aru hawa thaka jagah tae
rakhibi

RAPESEED
POST HARVEST STAGE: Cleaned seed must be dried in the sun for four to five
days
POST HARVEST STAGE:Sapha bjon guti khan dhup tae 4-5 din sukhabo lageh

MAIZE

HARVESTING STAGE: Dry the cobs immediately before threshing and kernels
should be dried sufficiently before storage.
HARVESTING STAGE: Guti nulua agote makoi bhal parah sukhabi aru guti
ulaighenah ghor tae narakha agotae bi bhal para sukhabi

SESAME
(GINGELLY/TIL)

STORAGE: Winnow the seeds and dry in the sun for 3 days. Stir once in 3 hours to
give uniform drying. Collect the seeds and store in gunnies.
STORAGE: Guti khan sapha kuri aru dhup tae 3 din sukhabi. Guti sop bhal parah
sukhiboleh tin ghonda tae ekbar helabi. Guti the bosta tae rakhib

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

LEMON
Using white paint on trunks of tree as it reduces trunk damage
Ghas biyah nahobo karoneh ghas tae chuna cholabi

FRENCH BEAN
POST HARVEST: French bean are highly perishable, so rapid cooling should be
done after harvesting to maintain quality
POST HARVEST: Guality thakiboleh, harvest kuralogotae thanda jagah tae rakhibi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

COW

Avoid keeping animals in a damp area, as well as protect them from smoke from
fires which are lit to provide warmth. The dampness and smoke increases their
chances of contracting pneumonia
Janwar khan bijah jagah tae narikhibi aru gorom paboleh jui dhunga (smoke)
khan bi lagibo nidibi. Etu khan parah pneumonia lagibo pareh

PIG

Sick or injured animals should be attended to immediately, preferably move to a
warm comfortable environment. Medications should be used only on the advice
of a veterinarian, following recommended treatment
Bimar aru jokom janwar khan joldi parah sailobi, gorom aru bhal jagah tae
rakhibi. Veterinarian logotae alusnah kurighenah hi dawai khan khelabi

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH

If you have drained all the water from the pond, you can clean the bottom of the
pond. But do not let your pond becomes too dry. If the bottom becomes too dry, it
may crack and will not hold water well when you are ready to fill the pond with
water again
Pukhuri parah pani purah khali kurighenah thakileh, pukhuri nichea sapha
kurilobi. Huilobi pukhuri bishi sukha hobo nidibi. Bishi sukha hoileh mathi
phatijai aru pani dhalia somoi tae pani jamah hui najai

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory
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Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

CHICK

It is therefore of major importance to maintain high hygienic and sanitary measures
by good management to avoid early exposure of young chicken to diseases.
Chutu murgi bacha khan keh bimar nalagibo karoneh sapha aru thik nium parah
palibi
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of KIPHIRE(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 1 22 10 83 43 3.3 64 1
2020-02-02 1 24 9 80 24 3.4 56 0
2020-02-03 0 22 8 56 21 4.1 26 0
2020-02-04 0 24 10 68 20 3.0 26 0
2020-02-05 0 25 10 54 17 3.3 56 0

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of light rain fall the coming few days
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani olop kiribolhe dikaise

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh.

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

STORAGE : Rice should be stored in paddy form rather than milled rice as the husk
provides some protection against insects
STORAGE : Dhan tho sob nukhundighenah, kiman lageh eman hi khundibi. Sob tho
khundighenah rakhithakileh puka bi lagijabo
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

MAIZE

LAND PREPARATION: Deep summer ploughing should be done as it helps in
exposing resting stages of pests. To protect seeds from soil borne diseases and insect
pest, seed treatment is necessary
LAND PREPARATION: Mathi phuka khan dhup aparah muriboleh, mathi khunda
somoi tae olop dhada khundibi. Bijon guti khan mathi lagah bimar parah bachiboleh
seed treatment kuribolageh

MUSTARD

POST HARVESTING : Seed must be dried in sun till the moisture content comes
down to 8 percent
POST HARVESTING : Bijon guti khan moisture 8% tae nalamah thok dhup tae
sukhabi

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

CABBAGE
HARVESTING STAGE: Harvested produce should always be stored in shade before
packing.
Harvest kurighenah packing nukurah agotae, thanda jagah tae rakhibi

BANANA
VEGETATIVE STAGE : Timely remove the dried and diseased leaf
VEGETATIVE STAGE : Somoi tai sukha aru bimar pata khan ulabi

ONION

HARVESTING STAGE : Bulbs should be harvested soon after the colour of leaves
changes to slightly yellow and red pigmentation on bulbs develop.
HARVESTING STAGE : Pata kitia yellow hoboleh suru hobo, etu somoi tae harvest
kuri lobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

At birth, pigs require a temperature around 330C. As the suckling pigs gain
weight, they begin to tolerate lower temperatures. Provide artificial lightning.
Gahori bacha jonom hua somoi tae temperature 330C lageh. Etu karoneh electric
light bulb khan cholabi. Bacha khan dangor huija hisap tae, thanda tho loboleh
parijai.

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH

As the water temperature of your pond falls, the fish will require less food. Never
over feed your fish. Excess food will pollute the pond water, so only feed amounts
that will be completely consumed by your fish within 2 minute
Pani lagah temperature komti huileh, mass khan dana komti khai. Dana bishi
nidibi. Dhan bishi dia parah pani letra kureh. 2 minutes tae khai khotom kuribo
lagah hisap tae hi dana dibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

HEN

Egg laying is reduced in winter, therefore to increase the production the temperature
is to be increased bu installing low wattage bulb.
Thanda tae anda dia komti hoi. Etu karoneh anda bishi dibo karoneh murghi ghor
lagah temperature bishi kuribo lageh
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of KOHIMA(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 2 21 10 99 75 4.9 206 2
2020-02-02 0 24 9 98 54 6.0 202 0
2020-02-03 0 22 8 75 41 5.9 202 0
2020-02-04 0 23 9 94 41 5.5 210 0
2020-02-05 0 24 10 89 37 5.6 210 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of light rainfall tomorrow. Sky will be mainly clear
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani olop kiriboleh dikaiase

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh.

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

STORAGE: A good storage system should include prevention of moisture reentering
the grain after drying
STORAGE: Dhan ghor tho dhan sukaighenah rakha khan tae moisture nathakibo hisab
tae hobo lageh

RAPESEED HARVESTING STAGE: It should be harvested when the pods turn yellowish.
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory
HARVESTING STAGE: Yellow huija somoi tae harvest kurilobi

FIELD PEA

STORAGE : Store the seed in dry bins or in bags kept on wooden racks under cool
and dry conditions.
STORAGE : Bijon guti khan sukha daba aru bags tae jusaighenah khuri lagah racks
khan tae rakhibi aru rakha jagah tho dhanda sukha hobo lageh

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

BANANA
Keep the soil loose by harrowing from time to time
Somoi somoi tae kol ghas kinar mathi khan dhilah kurighenah rakhibi

CABBAGE

HARVESTING STAGE: Cabbage should be harvested promptly when the heads
are firm and mature
HARVESTING STAGE: Kobi lagah matha dangor huighenah taan hua somoi tae
harvest kurilobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

CSF (Classical Swine Fever) may occur in pig at all stages. It is a viral flu and
highly contagious. Clinical signs include high fever, skin lesions, convulsions,
constipation followed by diarrhoea and vomiting, less appetite. Once the
symptoms is noticed, immediately informed the nearby veterinary doctor.
Chutu dangor gahori sob keh CSF (Classical Swine Fever) lagibo pareh. Etu tho
viral flu aru ekta parah ekta keh laghijah bimari ase. Bukhar bishi hua, chamra tae
khujuli, dana bhal para nakha, peth jah aru vomiting khan hoi. Etu khan dikhileh,
joldi parah osor tae thaka veterinary doctor lagah modot lobi.

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH
Discourage entry of birds and other animals into the pond
Chirya aru janwar khan pukhuri tae gushiboleh nidibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

HEN

Egg laying is reduced in winter, therefore to increase the production the temperature
is to be increased
Thanda tae anda dia komti hoi. Etu karoneh anda bishi dibo karoneh murgi ghor
lagah temperature bishi kuribo lageh
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of LONGLENG(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 1 23 10 93 53 4.8 109 2
2020-02-02 0 25 10 85 40 5.0 135 0
2020-02-03 0 24 9 83 37 5.3 158 0
2020-02-04 0 24 10 79 35 5.0 124 0
2020-02-05 0 25 10 71 32 5.2 124 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of light shower tomorrow. Sky will be mainly clear
Kali olop pani kiribolhe pareh

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh.

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

STORAGE: Paddy grains can be mixed with neem leaves at the time of storage to
reduce storage pests
STORAGE: Pukha khan parah bachibo karoneh, dhan rakha somoi tae neem pata
logotae rakhibi
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RAPESEED
THRESHING: Cleaned seed must be dried in the sun for four to five days or till the
moisture content comes down to 8 percent.
THRESHING: Bijon guti khan moisture 8% tae nalamah thok dhup tae sukhabi

TOMATO

Clean and sanitize harvest containers or bins at least weekly, more often if needed, to
remove sand, grit, dirt and other residue
Clean and sanitize harvest containers or bins at least weekly, more often if needed, to
remove sand, grit, dirt and other residue

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

FRENCH
BEAN

HARVESTING STAGE: 2 TO 3 pickings should be done at 4-5 days interval
HARVESTING STAGE: 2 bar parah 3 bar nishinah shingilobi aru shinga majotae 4-5
din charighenah hi shingibi

MANDARIN
ORANGE

Harvested fruits should be kept under proper storage condition to ensure that there is no
change in the quality even after months of storage
Harvest kurighenah olop mohinah thok biya habobo karoneh bhal parah rakhibi

CABBAGE

HARVESTING STAGE: Cabbage should be harvested promptly when the heads are
firm and mature
HARVESTING STAGE: Kobi lagah matha dangor huighenah taan hua somoi tae
harvest kurilobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

Vaccinate all newly born piglets against swine fever at the age of 3 months
followed by annual booster dose
Gahori bacha khan 3 months tae swine fever karoneh vaccinate kurilobi aru etu
pichetae bi mari thakibi

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH
Check for any fish disease break out or fish mortality during winter months
Thanda mohinah tae, mass murijah aru bimar lagijah khan sai thakibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

FOWL

Litter should be changed periodically and provide clean drinking water and change
the water every day. Diseased and dead birds should be immediately removed
Paikhenah khan somoi tae sapha kurithakibi. Hudai pani bodli kuribi aru sapha pani
khelabi. Bimar aru morijah khan joldi para hatailobi
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of MOKOKCHUNG(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 1 23 10 96 61 4.0 135 2
2020-02-02 0 24 10 94 49 4.5 154 0
2020-02-03 0 23 9 82 40 4.9 135 0
2020-02-04 0 23 10 90 42 4.6 161 0
2020-02-05 0 25 10 82 39 4.6 154 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of light rainfall tomorrow. Sky will be mainly clear
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani olop kiribolhe dikaiase

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

STORAGE: Paddy grains can be mixed with neem leaves at the time of storage to
reduce storage pests
STORAGE: Paddy grains can be mixed with neem leaves at the time of storage to
reduce storage pests
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RAPESEED
THRESHING: Cleaned seed must be dried in the sun for four to five days or till the
moisture content comes down to 8 percent
THRESHING: Bijon guti khan moisture 8% tae nalamah thok dhup tae sukhabi

TOMATO
Clean and sanitize harvest containers or bins at least weekly, more often if needed, to
remove sand, grit, dirt and other residue
Tomato harvest kura daba khan letra bhalu nathakiboleh, somoi tae sapha kuri thakibi

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

FRENCH
BEAN

Tomato harvest kura daba khan letra bhalu nathakiboleh, somoi tae sapha kuri thakibi
HARVESTING STAGE: 2 bar parah 3 bar nishinah shingilobi aru shinga majotae 4-5
din charighenah hi shingibi

ORANGE
Harvested fruits should be kept under proper storage condition to ensure that there is no
change in the quality even after months of storage
Harvest kurighenah olop mohinah thok biya habobo karoneh bhal parah rakhibi

CABBAGE

HARVESTING STAGE: Cabbage should be harvested promptly when the heads are
firm and mature
HARVESTING STAGE: Kobi lagah matha dangor huighenah taan hua somoi tae
harvest kurilobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

Vaccinate all newly born piglets against swine fever at the age of 3 months
followed by annual booster dose
Gahor bacha khan 3 months tae swine fever karoneh vaccinate kurilobi aru etu
pichetae bi mari thakibi

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH
Gahor bacha khan 3 months tae swine fever karoneh vaccinate kurilobi aru etu
pichetae bi mari thakibi
Thanda mohinah tae, mass murijah aru bimar lagijah khan sai thakibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

FOWL

Litter should be changed periodically and provide clean drinking water and change
the water every day. Diseased and dead birds should be immediately removed
Paikhenah khan somoi tae sapha kurithakibi. Hudai pani bodli kuribi aru sapha pani
khelabi. Bimar aru morijah khan joldi para hatailobi
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of MON(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 0 24 10 88 56 4.8 154 2
2020-02-02 0 24 9 82 46 5.1 154 0
2020-02-03 0 24 9 78 42 5.3 154 0
2020-02-04 0 24 9 75 38 5.4 158 0
2020-02-05 0 25 10 69 36 5.6 154 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of no rainfall the coming days, the sky will be mainly clear
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani nikiriboh leh pareh, hoilebi din tho sabha nohobo

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE
STORAGE: Cleanliness should be maintained in the storage area
Dhan rakha jakha tho sabha rakhibi

RAPESEED HARVESTING STAGE: The crop is liable to shattering, hence should be harvested
just before the pods open in order to avoid losses.
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory
HARVESTING STAGE: Bhangighenah guti khan gigijabo, etu nuhua agotae harvest
kurilobi

FIELD PEA
Green pods should be harvested while just short of reaching maturity. Multiple picking
like, 4 to 5 picking should be done within the 2 to 10 days.
2 to 10 days dhe apni khan charr par pass bar tho koti dho jikipo lhe pareh

GARLIC

STORAGE: Garlic with dried leaves can be stored by hanging in well-ventilated
rooms.
STORAGE: Losoon pata bhal para sukijah khan hawa aha jah kurah room tae hang
kurighenah rakhibi

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

POTATO

HARVESTING STAGE: The harvested potatoes should be surface dried and kept in
heaps for 10-15 days in shade for curing of skin. The tubers should not be exposed to
direct sunlight as they become green
Alu tho harvest khorabiche dhe direct doob lakha nichhe dhe narakhibi

ORANGE

To kill the trunk borer grubs, clean the bored holes of the infested trunk with iron wire
and insert a cotton swab soaked in the mixture of kerosene and water(1:1) and plug with
mud
Ghas lakha korithe pukha khan daka tho, wire parah sabha khoribi etu biche de cotton
kerosene aru pani mixture (1:1) DHE BICHABI ETU BICHE THE jenta the kusaidhebi.
Mati para jenta tho pon koribi

ONION
STORAGE: Onions should not be stored unless adequately dried either in the field or by
artificial means
Piyas tho pal para sukhi khena hai rakhibi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

Good housekeeping practices such as removing manure, washing down pens,
disinfecting and generally cleaning up the facility are essential to maintaining a
healthy herd
Gauri bimar nahokina gao pal hobo garoneh, ghor dho sabha rakhibo lageh

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH
Discourage entry of birds and other animals into the pond
Chirya aru janwar khan pukhuri tae gushiboleh nidibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

HEN

You can improve the amount of meat and eggs by providing better housing for birds
and good feed and water
Murgi karoneh ghor bhal aru bhal dana pani khela parah murgi gao dangor hoi aru
anda bishi dae.
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of PEREN(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 0 23 10 89 49 3.6 124 2
2020-02-02 0 24 10 79 40 4.6 158 0
2020-02-03 0 23 8 57 30 4.8 116 0
2020-02-04 0 23 9 76 28 4.7 112 0
2020-02-05 0 24 10 70 27 4.7 112 2

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of no rainfall the coming days
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani nikiriboleh pareh

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE
STORAGE: Monitor timely for storage pest like moth and weevil infestation
STORAGE: Dhah ghor tae pukha moth aru weevil ase nah nai somoi tae sai thakibi

GREEN GRAM STORAGE: Store in gunny bags and kept in clean, ventilated place
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory
STORAGE : Bijon guti khan bosta tae gusaighenah sapha aru hawa thaka jagah tae
rakhibi

RAPESEED
POST HARVEST STAGE: Cleaned seed must be dried in the sun for four to five
days
POST HARVEST STAGE:Sapha bjon guti khan dhup tae 4-5 din sukhabo lageh

MAIZE

HARVESTING STAGE: Dry the cobs immediately before threshing and kernels
should be dried sufficiently before storage.
HARVESTING STAGE: Guti nulua agote makoi bhal parah sukhabi aru guti
ulaighenah ghor tae narakha agotae bi bhal para sukhabi

SESAME
(GINGELLY/TIL)

STORAGE: Winnow the seeds and dry in the sun for 3 days. Stir once in 3 hours to
give uniform drying. Collect the seeds and store in gunnies
STORAGE: Winnow the seeds and dry in the sun for 3 days. Stir once in 3 hours to
give uniform drying. Collect the seeds and store in gunnies

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

LEMON
Using white paint on trunks of tree as it reduces trunk damage
Ghas biyah nahobo karoneh ghas tae chuna cholabi

FRENCH BEAN
POST HARVEST: French bean are highly perishable, so rapid cooling should be
done after harvesting to maintain quality
POST HARVEST: Guality thakiboleh, harvest kuralogotae thanda jagah tae rakhibi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

COW

Avoid keeping animals in a damp area, as well as protect them from smoke from
fires which are lit to provide warmth. The dampness and smoke increases their
chances of contracting pneumonia
Janwar khan bijah jagah tae narikhibi aru gorom paboleh jui dhunga (smoke)
khan bi lagibo nidibi. Etu khan parah pneumonia lagibo pareh

PIG

Sick or injured animals should be attended to immediately, preferably move to a
warm comfortable environment. Medications should be used only on the advice
of a veterinarian, following recommended treatment
Bimar aru jokom janwar khan joldi parah sailobi, gorom aru bhal jagah tae
rakhibi. Veterinarian logotae alusnah kurighenah hi dawai khan khelabi

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH

If you have drained all the water from the pond, you can clean the bottom of the
pond. But do not let your pond becomes too dry. If the bottom becomes too dry, it
may crack and will not hold water well when you are ready to fill the pond with
water again
Pukhuri parah pani purah khali kurighenah thakileh, pukhuri nichea sapha
kurilobi. Huilobi pukhuri bishi sukha hobo nidibi. Bishi sukha hoileh mathi
phatijai aru pani dhalia somoi tae pani jamah hui najai

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory
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Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

CHICK

It is therefore of major importance to maintain high hygienic and sanitary measures
by good management to avoid early exposure of young chicken to diseases.
Chutu murgi bacha khan keh bimar nalagibo karoneh sapha aru thik nium parah
palibi
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of PHEK(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 3 20 10 89 58 3.2 206 2
2020-02-02 0 23 9 84 33 3.7 216 0
2020-02-03 0 21 8 71 30 3.6 292 0
2020-02-04 0 24 9 76 27 3.0 252 0
2020-02-05 0 24 10 68 23 2.8 246 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of light rainfall tomorrow. Sky will be mainly clear
kali olop pani kiribolhe pareh

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

STORAGE: A good storage system should include prevention of moisture reentering
the grain after drying
STORAGE: Dhan ghor tho dhan sukaighenah rakha khan tae moisture nathakibo hisab
tae hobo lageh

RAPESEED HARVESTING STAGE: It should be harvested when the pods turn yellowish.
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory
HARVESTING STAGE: Yellow huija somoi tae harvest kurilobi

FIELD PEA

STORAGE : Store the seed in dry bins or in bags kept on wooden racks under cool
and dry conditions
STORAGE : Bijon guti khan sukha daba aru bags tae jusaighenah khuri lagah racks
khan tae rakhibi aru rakha jagah tho dhanda sukha hobo lageh

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

BANANA
STORAGE : Bijon guti khan sukha daba aru bags tae jusaighenah khuri lagah racks
khan tae rakhibi aru rakha jagah tho dhanda sukha hobo lageh
Somoi somoi tae kol ghas kinar mathi khan dhilah kurighenah rakhibi

CABBAGE

HARVESTING STAGE: Cabbage should be harvested promptly when the heads are
firm and mature
HARVESTING STAGE: Kobi lagah matha dangor huighenah taan hua somoi tae
harvest kurilobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

CSF (Classical Swine Fever) may occur in pig at all stages. It is a viral flu and
highly contagious. Clinical signs include high fever, skin lesions, convulsions,
constipation followed by diarrhoea and vomiting, less appetite. Once the
symptoms is noticed, immediately informed the nearby veterinary doctor.
Chutu dangor gahori sob keh CSF (Classical Swine Fever) lagibo pareh. Etu tho
viral flu aru ekta parah ekta keh laghijah bimari ase. Bukhar bishi hua, chamra tae
khujuli, dana bhal para nakha, peth jah aru vomiting khan hoi. Etu khan dikhileh,
joldi parah osor tae thaka veterinary doctor lagah modot lobi.

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH
Discourage entry of birds and other animals into the pond
Chirya aru janwar khan pukhuri tae gushiboleh nidibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

HEN

Egg laying is reduced in winter, therefore to increase the production the temperature
is to be increased
Thanda tae anda dia komti hoi. Etu karoneh anda bishi dibo karoneh murgi ghor
lagah temperature bishi kuribo lageh
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of TUENSANG(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 2 23 10 97 51 4.1 112 2
2020-02-02 1 25 10 90 32 4.0 135 0
2020-02-03 0 23 9 85 32 4.3 112 0
2020-02-04 0 24 10 83 31 3.9 112 0
2020-02-05 0 26 11 70 25 4.0 109 0

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of light shower the coming days few days
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani olop kiribolhe dikaise

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh.

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

STORAGE : Rice should be stored in paddy form rather than milled rice as the husk
provides some protection against insects
STORAGE : Dhan tho sob nukhundighenah, kiman lageh eman hi khundibi. Sob tho
khundighenah rakhithakileh puka bi lagijabo
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

MAIZE

LAND PREPARATION: Deep summer ploughing should be done as it helps in
exposing resting stages of pests. To protect seeds from soil borne diseases and insect
pest, seed treatment is necessary
LAND PREPARATION: Mathi phuka khan dhup aparah muriboleh, mathi khunda
somoi tae olop dhada khundibi. Bijon guti khan mathi lagah bimar parah bachiboleh
seed treatment kuribolageh

MUSTARD

POST HARVESTING : Seed must be dried in sun till the moisture content comes
down to 8 percent
POST HARVESTING : Bijon guti khan moisture 8% tae nalamah thok dhup tae
sukhabi

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

CABBAGE
HARVESTING STAGE: Harvested produce should always be stored in shade before
packing.
Harvest kurighenah packing nukurah agotae, thanda jagah tae rakhibi

BANANA
VEGETATIVE STAGE : Timely remove the dried and diseased leaf
VEGETATIVE STAGE : Somoi tai sukha aru bimar pata khan ulabi

ONION

HARVESTING STAGE : Bulbs should be harvested soon after the colour of leaves
changes to slightly yellow and red pigmentation on bulbs develop.
HARVESTING STAGE : Pata kitia yellow hoboleh suru hobo, etu somoi tae harvest
kuri lobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

At birth, pigs require a temperature around 33 degree C. As the suckling pigs gain
weight, they begin to tolerate lower temperatures. Provide artificial lightning
Gahori bacha jonom hua somoi tae temperature 330C lageh. Etu karoneh electric
light bulb khan cholabi. Bacha khan dangor huija hisap tae, thanda tho loboleh
parijai.

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH

As the water temperature of your pond falls, the fish will require less food. Never
over feed your fish. Excess food will pollute the pond water, so only feed amounts
that will be completely consumed by your fish within 2 minutes.
Pani lagah temperature komti huileh, mass khan dana komti khai. Dana bishi
nidibi. Dhan bishi dia parah pani letra kureh. 2 minutes tae khai khotom kuribo
lagah hisap tae hi dana dibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

CHICKEN

Egg laying is reduced in winter, therefore to increase the production the temperature
is to be increased bu installing low wattage bulb.
Thanda tae anda dia komti hoi. Etu karoneh anda bishi dibo karoneh murghi ghor
lagah temperature bishi kuribo lageh
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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

ICAR Complex Branch
Umiam, Meghalaya

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 31-01-2020

Weather Forecast of WOKHO(Nagaland) Issued On : 2020-01-31(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-02-01 0 24 10 98 55 4.3 109 2
2020-02-02 0 23 10 98 53 4.7 109 0
2020-02-03 0 24 9 73 36 4.8 112 0
2020-02-04 0 23 9 92 43 5.0 112 0
2020-02-05 0 24 9 86 39 4.9 110 1

Weather Summary/Alert:

Probability of no rainfall the coming days. Sky will be mainly clear
Etia ahiboleh din tho pani nikiribolhe pareh

General Advisory:

Give the animals (cattle) 30 – 50 grams of mineral mixture along with their feed on a daily basis. This
increases milk productivity and enhances the animal’s immunity. Animals must be dewormed, using the
correct dose of medicines, after due consultation from the veterinarian / animal health worker
Janwar keh hudai danah dia tae 30-50 grams mineral mixture milaighenah dibi. Etu parah janwar khan
bimar parah bishibhak bachighenah rakhe aru doot dai bi bishi hoi. Veterinarian nahoileh animal health
worker khan logotae alusnah kurighenah janwar khan keh kechu dawai khelabo lageh

SMS Advisory:

In case of diarrhea in poultry, Always ensure that your birds have fresh clean drinking water, fresh good
quality feed
Murkhi khan peth bishi jaa somai tae, hudai pani diya tho sapha hoi nah nahoi sabo lageh aru dana bi
thik jaga teh rakha laga aru biya nuha khelabo lageh

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

STORAGE: Paddy grains can be mixed with neem leaves at the time of storage to
reduce storage pests
STORAGE: Pukha khan parah bachibo karoneh, dhan rakha somoi tae neem pata
logotae rakhibi
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Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RAPESEED
THRESHING: Cleaned seed must be dried in the sun for four to five days or till the
moisture content comes down to 8 percent
THRESHING: Bijon guti khan moisture 8% tae nalamah thok dhup tae sukhabi

TOMATO
Clean and sanitize harvest containers or bins at least weekly, more often if needed, to
remove sand, grit, dirt and other residue
Tomato harvest kura daba khan letra bhalu nathakiboleh, somoi tae sapha kuri thakibi

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

FRENCH
BEAN

HARVESTING STAGE: 2 TO 3 pickings should be done at 4-5 days interval
HARVESTING STAGE: 2 bar parah 3 bar nishinah shingilobi aru shinga majotae 4-5
din charighenah hi shingibi

MANDARIN
ORANGE

Harvested fruits should be kept under proper storage condition to ensure that there is no
change in the quality even after months of storage
Harvest kurighenah olop mohinah thok biya habobo karoneh bhal parah rakhibi

CABBAGE

HARVESTING STAGE: Cabbage should be harvested promptly when the heads are
firm and mature
HARVESTING STAGE: Kobi lagah matha dangor huighenah taan hua somoi tae
harvest kurilobi

Livestock Specific Advisory:

Livestock(Varieties) Livestock Specific Advisory

PIG

Vaccinate all newly born piglets against swine fever at the age of 3 months
followed by annual booster dose
Gahor bacha khan 3 months tae swine fever karoneh vaccinate kurilobi aru etu
pichetae bi mari thakibi

Fisheries Specific Advisory:

Fisheries(Varieties) Fisheries Specific Advisory

COMMON FISH
Check for any fish disease break out or fish mortality during winter months.
Thanda mohinah tae, mass murijah aru bimar lagijah khan sai thakibi

Poultry Specific Advisory:

Poultry(Varieties) Poultry Specific Advisory

FOWL

Litter should be changed periodically and provide clean drinking water and change
the water every day. Diseased and dead birds should be immediately removed
Paikhenah khan somoi tae sapha kurithakibi. Hudai pani bodli kuribi aru sapha pani
khelabi. Bimar aru morijah khan joldi para hatailobi
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